Single-cell whole-transcriptome analysis is a powerful tool for quantifying gene expression heterogeneity in populations of cells. Many techniques have, thus, been recently developed to perform transcriptome sequencing (RNA-Seq) on individual cells. To probe subtle biological variation between samples with limiting amounts of RNA, more precise and sensitive methods are still required. We adapted a previously developed strategy for single-cell RNA-Seq that has shown promise for superior sensitivity and implemented the chemistry in a microfluidic platform for single-cell wholetranscriptome analysis. In this approach, single cells are captured and lysed in a microfluidic device, where mRNAs with poly(A) tails are reverse-transcribed into cDNA. Double-stranded cDNA is then collected and sequenced using a next generation sequencing platform. We prepared 94 libraries consisting of single mouse embryonic cells and technical replicates of extracted RNA and thoroughly characterized the performance of this technology. Microfluidic implementation increased mRNA detection sensitivity as well as improved measurement precision compared with tube-based protocols. With 0.2 M reads per cell, we were able to reconstruct a majority of the bulk transcriptome with 10 single cells. We also quantified variation between and within different types of mouse embryonic cells and found that enhanced measurement precision, detection sensitivity, and experimental throughput aided the distinction between biological variability and technical noise. With this work, we validated the advantages of an early approach to single-cell RNA-Seq and showed that the benefits of combining microfluidic technology with high-throughput sequencing will be valuable for large-scale efforts in single-cell transcriptome analysis.
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genomics | lab on chip | embryonic stem cell A lthough cells from the same organism are genetically similar, no two cells are identical (1, 2) . Variation in gene expression can be found in cells from the same tissue as well as cells of the same type. This heterogeneity in cellular populations plays an important role in many biological processes, including cell fate determination (3, 4) , cancer development and relapse (5, 6) , embryonic development (7, 8) , immune response (9) , and neuron networking (10) . Transcriptome analysis at the single-cell level is critical for uncovering this heterogeneity, which is obscured in conventional ensemble measurements, and identifying rare subpopulations defined by unique gene expression profiles (5, 11) . To this end, differential gene expression in single cells has been studied using various methods, including fluorescent in situ hybridization (12, 13) , microarray technology (14) , and quantitative multiplex RT-PCR (15) . Amplification of cDNA followed by high-throughput transcriptome sequencing (RNASeq) has recently become popular, because this approach provides the most comprehensive analysis of the transcriptome as well as the potential to discover novel genes, transcripts, or long noncoding RNAs (16) .
Tang et al. (16) previously developed a single-cell RNA-Seq technology (Tang2009 protocol) that used oligo(dT) primers to reverse transcribe mRNA with poly(A) tails into cDNA. Recently, there has been a number of new approaches for low-quantity RNA-Seq (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) , all with unique advantages and limitations. A notable approach, Smart-Seq, was developed to provide better coverage of full-length cDNAs for long mRNA molecules (19) , and has undergone successive improvements since its inception (22, 23) , including a recent demonstration of absolute mRNA counting (24) . One limitation that remains among most current single-cell RNA-Seq methods, however, is sensitivity. Efficient and reproducible reverse transcription and cDNA amplification are difficult with the extremely low quantity of total RNA in a single cell (around 10 pg in a typical mammalian cell) (11) , and insufficient reverse transcription efficiency and bias to highly expressed genes during amplification impede accurate quantification of low-abundance transcripts (25) . Similarly with recent reports of quantifying variation in gene expression within homogeneous populations of cells using single-cell RNA-Seq, it is apparent that technical noise still poses significant limitations to the technology (26) (27) (28) . Additional challenges to single-cell RNA-Seq include the precise sample manipulation necessary to isolate a single cell from a suspended population or tissue sample and effects of contamination, which are amplified with such few RNA transcripts in a single cell.
Here, we present a microfluidic-based system to prepare cDNA from single cells for RNA sequencing with improved precision and sensitivity. We used the Tang2009 protocol for reverse transcription and cDNA amplification outlined in ref. 29 . This approach was recently shown to detect roughly 37% more genes than the Smart-Seq method when used with human ES cells (30) . Our goal was to improve this method with microfluidic technology, which often offers both quantitative and qualitative advantages over traditional bench-top techniques (31) . Implementing single-cell RNA-Seq in a microfluidic platform is promising for a number of reasons. (1) Performing reactions in parallel Significance RNA sequencing of single cells enables measurement of biological variation in heterogeneous cellular populations and dissection of transcriptome complexity that is masked in ensemble measurements of gene expression. The low quantity of RNA in a single cell, however, hinders efficient and consistent reverse transcription and amplification of cDNA, limiting accuracy and obscuring biological variation with high technical noise. We developed a microfluidic approach to prepare cDNA from single cells for high-throughput transcriptome sequencing. The microfluidic platform facilitates single-cell manipulation, minimizes contamination, and furthermore, provides improved detection sensitivity and measurement precision, which is necessary for differentiating biological variability from technical noise.
nanoliter volumes predefined by photolithography ensures high reproducibility by removing stochastic variation caused by pipetting error and variability in handling associated with bench-top experimentation. (2) Executing cell trapping, sorting, and lysis within a closed microfluidic device minimizes the chance for exogenous RNA and RNase contamination during this otherwise labor-intensive and hands-on procedure in the bench-top format. (3) It has been shown that performing amplification in nanoliter volumes improves reaction efficiency (32). Wu et al. (27) recently evaluated the performance of a commercial microfluidic single-cell RNA-Seq platform (C1; Fluidigm) and showed that implementation of a cDNA preparation protocol in microfluidic chambers offers advantages over tube-based approaches, including improved detection sensitivity.
In this report, we investigated gene expression in mouse embryonic cells using microfluidic-facilitated RNA-Seq to analyze 56 single mouse ES cell (mESC) transcriptomes and 6 single mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) transcriptomes. To quantitatively evaluate the sensitivity and precision of our technique, we also sequenced 23 libraries from extracted mESC RNA, representing three sets of technical replicates with varying starting amounts of material. Our technique enabled the identification of coding and noncoding genes that provided a clear distinction between pluripotent and differentiated mouse embryonic cells from a heterogeneous population. The high detection sensitivity and precision also allowed for quantification of variation within cells of the same type. By characterizing the technical variation of microfluidic-based RNA-Seq, we were able to measure true biological variation in a population of mESCs at the single-cell level.
Results and Discussion
Microfluidic cDNA Preparation. Multilayer microfluidic devices with integrated valves provide an ideal platform for single-cell manipulation and analysis (33) . Previously, microfluidic technology was used to perform whole-genome amplification with single cells (34) , including single bacterial cells (35) as well as single human metaphase cells (36) and sperm cells (37) . The basic procedure involved taking advantage of a microfluidic peristaltic pump to direct a single cell in suspension to an isolated sorting chamber. The cell was then pushed into successive chambers, where cell lysis and subsequent multistep amplification reactions could be performed in sequence. We adapted this technology to prepare double-stranded cDNA from mRNA of eight single cells in parallel using the protocol described in ref. 29 , which was modified for compatibility with a microfluidic environment ( Fig. 1 and SI Materials and Methods). A single-cell suspension was prepared from cultured mouse embryonic cells and injected into the microfluidic inlet channel. Single cells were trapped between two valves and then injected into the sorting chamber with a PBS solution (Fig. 1B) . Each cell was then stored in its respective sorting chamber while the following cells were trapped and sorted. Singlecell trapping was performed manually under a stereomicroscope (Fig. S1 ). After all eight lanes were loaded, the chip was placed on a temperature-controlled platform (Fig. S1A) , where the cDNA preparation reactions were completed for each cell in parallel. Before each reaction step, the appropriate reagent mix was manually loaded onto the device, and the reagent input line was purged and filled. A semiautomated protocol provided defined and consistent loading and mixing times, which minimized technical variation between each single-cell reaction (Fig. S2 ) and removed the need for highly trained technicians to carry out experimental protocols. The total reaction volume of all preparation steps was 140 nL, which is an over 600-fold decrease from the bench-top protocol (90 μL). After second-strand cDNA synthesis, the lanes were independently flushed with 5 μL nuclease-free water, which was recovered along with the cDNA using gel-loading pipette tips. Additional amplification, followed by purification and library preparation, was performed in a tube using conventional bench-top techniques (SI Materials and Methods). cDNA libraries representing whole single-cell transcriptomes were then sequenced on a next generation sequencing platform (Fig. 1C ).
Transcriptome Analysis of Single mESCs, MEFs, and Bulk Extracted RNA. We used the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform to sequence 94 cDNA libraries generated on-chip from single cells and bulk RNA extracted from mESCs. In all, we analyzed 56 mESCs, 6 MEFs, 3 technical replicates of 40-pg bulk RNA, 16 technical replicates of 8-pg bulk RNA, 4 technical replicates of 2-pg bulk RNA, and 9 negative controls ( Fig. 2 and Table S1 ). Each library was sequenced, on average, to 10 million paired-end reads (2 × 100 bp), which were trimmed, filtered, and mapped to annotated genes in the mouse reference sequence (Refseq) downloaded from the University of California, Santa Cruz genome browser (38) using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (39) . Relative gene expression was estimated by calculating reads per kilobase transcript per million mapped reads (RPKM). Throughout this study, reliably detected genes were defined by RPKM > 1 unless stated otherwise. Because we did not initially discriminate cell state or survival during sorting, some of the libraries may have come from dead or unhealthy cells with nonrepresentative mRNA distributions ( Fig. S3 A and B). For most of the following analysis, we discarded libraries in which less than 40% of the reads were mapped to the mouse reference transcriptome (Fig. S3C) .
For technical replicate experiments, purified RNA extracted from 500,000 mESCs was diluted and injected into the cell loading channel (SI Materials and Methods). The eight sets of trapping valves were then simultaneously actuated, and the content of each trapping chamber was pushed into their respective sorting chambers in parallel. The total RNA mass was determined by multiplying the concentration of diluted bulk RNA by the volume of the trapping chamber. After performing a microfluidic cDNA preparation experiment, results were validated by quantitative real-time PCR measurement of reference genes and pluripotency-related genes (for the mESCs) before purification and library preparation (Fig. S3A) . We also sequenced libraries from extracted mESC RNA prepared in a tube for comparison, including three technical replicates of 40 pg, three technical replicates of 8 pg, and one library from 100 ng, which was used as an estimate of the complete mESC transcriptome. The heat map in Fig. 2A displays the correlation coefficient between all single-cell and technical replicate libraries. As expected, the technical replicates were generally more correlated than individual ES cells. MEF cells correlated weakly (r < 0.8) with single mESCs and extracted mESC RNA (Fig. S4A ).
Gene Detection Sensitivity. Sensitivity of RNA-Seq is defined by the detection efficiency of a single transcript. Single-molecule detection efficiency, however, is not necessarily consistent across transcript homology and length; therefore, in whole-transcriptome analysis, sensitivity can be practically understood as the global detection efficiency or the total number of genes detected. Fig. 2B displays the total number of reliably detected genes in each of the single mESC libraries and technical replicates. The ratio of genes detected in each library to the total genes detected in the 100-ng bulk sample is also represented. On average, 8,000 genes were detected in single mESCs, which were 65% of the genes detected in the bulk sample. The Venn diagram in Fig. 2C shows the overlap between reliably detected genes in an average single cell and the bulk sample. On average, there were over 200 genes that were detected in single cells but not the bulk sample. These are likely transcripts that were expressed in a small fraction of cells or low-abundance transcripts that were below the detection limit in ensemble measurements. Because of heterogeneity in gene expression between single cells, it is possible to partially reconstruct the bulk mRNA distribution by sequencing multiple single cells. We pooled transcriptomes of 10 randomly selected single mESCs sequenced to a depth of 0.2 million reads each and compared genes reproducibly detected in single cells to genes mapped from 2 million bulk sample reads. With the same total number of reads, 10 single-cell transcriptomes accounted for over 80% of the bulk mRNA population, with good correlation between expression levels ( Fig.  2D and Fig. S4B ). This showed that, with our microfluidic approach, it is possible to construct a representative sample of the bulk transcriptome and collect 10 single-cell transcriptomes for the same cost as sequencing a single bulk library.
It is challenging, however, to accurately assess sensitivity with single-cell libraries, because the number of genes detected in a cell depends on the total amount of mRNA present in that cell, which is variable. We, therefore, further evaluated sensitivity by comparing the number of detected genes in technical replicate libraries with the bulk sample across the full range of expression levels (Fig. 2E) . Our microfluidic RNA-Seq technology consistently detected more genes than conventional cDNA preparations performed in tube. For low-abundance transcripts with RPKM = 1, we were able to detect 35% of genes in the 8-pg sample and over 60% of genes in the 40-pg sample. The 8-pg replicates contained a total number of genes that was comparable to the single-cell libraries ( Fig. 2 B and E) . These results show that the microfluidic approach provides a twofold increase in sensitivity for detection of low-abundance genes within single cells.
Single-Cell RNA-Seq Measurement Precision. Variation between single-cell cDNA library preparations is caused by random experimental error, stochastic variability in the RNA-Seq protocol, and biological variation between cells. Sources of random error typically include variation in pipetting volumes, timing, mixing, and reaction temperature. These noise sources can potentially limit precision in any RNA-Seq technique, and a reduction of the noise floor would improve the sensitivity of measurements to biological variation. With microfluidics, it is possible to minimize the technical noise associated with human handling by carrying out reactions semiautomatically in parallel reaction chambers with lithographically defined nanoliter volumes. We characterized the stochastic variation of our method with the technical replicate samples. Because these replicates were prepared from the same bulk extracted RNA sample, variation in relative gene counts between replicates represented a combination of technical noise and stochastic sampling effects. We first compared variation between pairs of replicates at decreasing starting amounts of RNA ( Fig. 3 A-C) ; 40-pg replicates show strong correlation in their gene count distribution (Pearson r > 0.99). Two-picogram replicates showed comparable gene counts among the more abundant genes; however, such low RNA quantities presented a practical limit on precision, because 76% of genes had a coefficient of variation (CV) greater than one (Fig. S5A) . In general, the microfluidic approach is slightly more reproducible than the tube-based protocol, showing stronger correlation between replicates of both 40-and 8-pg samples (Fig. 3D) . Precision in quantifying the abundance of any gene depends on the absolute number of mRNA molecules present in the sample. RPKM, however, is a measure of relative abundance, which is why genes with similar RPKM values show less variation between 40-pg replicates than they do in 8-pg replicates (Fig. 3E and Fig. S5A ). This observation is a reminder that the limiting parameter in RNA-Seq experiments is the total number of RNA molecules and not the number of cells involved. An average mESC has about 10-20 pg mRNA (SI Materials and Methods), and therefore, we used 8-pg technical replicates to make a conservative estimate of the technical noise for single-cell quantities of starting material. Genes that had a CV between single cells that was 3 SDs higher than the mean CV of genes with the same RPKM in the 8-pg sample were concluded to show biological variability above the technical noise ( Fig. S5B and Dataset S1). Among these 475 genes was Dppa3, which is known to exhibit high cell-to-cell variability in stem cells (40) . These genes showed a large range of variation between cells (Fig. S5C) . Such heterogeneity can be a feature of cell size or phase, can be caused by intrinsically stochastic processes during transcription, or may be related to complex regulatory networks. It is only in the absence of comparable technical variation that gene expression distribution characteristics can be identified.
Accuracy of mRNA Abundance Measurements. To assess accuracy, it is important to have an estimate of the true value of a measured quantity. Single-cell gene expression measurements with RNASeq have been validated with quantitative real-time PCR (27) and compared with known quantities of an exogenous spike-in (17, 28) . We added the External RNA Controls Consortium (ERCC) mRNA spike-ins (Ambion; Life Technologies), a set of 92 synthetic mRNA molecules covering a range of concentrations, to 35 of the single-cell reactions (Table S1 ). We then compared the measured mean abundance with the number of starting molecules in three of these experiments that had comparable ratios of reads mapped to the ERCC reference (Fig. 4A and Fig. S6 A and B) . The results confirmed a strong correlation (Pearson r > 0.98) between measured and predicted abundance of spike-in molecules. Low-quantity ERCC transcripts, however, showed increased noise levels (possibly caused by degradation as a result of dilution). To evaluate sensitivity and accuracy at lowmolecule levels, we used a set of three exogenous genes encoding red fluorescent protein (RFP), green fluorescent protein (GFP), and cre recombinase (Cre) that we purified and quantified for spike-in applications (SI Materials and Methods). We added a known amount of these purified transcripts to the lysis buffer with ERCC before initiating the reaction. This small subset of spike-in genes was diluted and added to 27 samples, such that there were, on average, two Cre molecules in each single-cell reaction. Assuming a Poisson distribution, the predicted fraction of experiments containing at least one Cre molecule was 0.86 or 23 of 27 samples that contained spike-in. After sequencing, Cre was detected (RPKM > 0) in 21 experiments (Fig. 4B ). This result indicates that, with an average of two molecules, we were able to successfully detect the presence of one or more Cre molecules over 90% of the time. Low-copy number detection in single-cell For each extracted RNA dilution, the correlation was measured for all pairs of replicates. The mean of these correlation coefficients is displayed for 40 pg (blue) and 8 pg (red) in both chip (solid bars) and tube (striped bars). The number of replicates for each dataset is the same as in Fig. 2E . (E) The CV (SD normalized by the mean) is plotted against the log 10 -transformed geometric mean of expression for all genes detected in 44 single mESCs (gray dots), 16 8-pg technical replicates (red dots), and 3 40-pg technical replicates (blue dots). The spread in variation for the extracted RNA samples represents technical noise, whereas the variation in single-cell expression is a combination of technical and biological variation. mESC45  mESC46  mESC47  mESC48  mESC49  mESC50  mESC51  mESC52  mESC53  mESC54  mESC55  mESC56  MEF1  MEF2  MEF3  MEF4  MEF5  MEF6  MEF7  MEF8  mESC57  mESC58  mESC59  mESC60  mESC61  mESC62 mESC63 Fig. 4 . Assessment of accuracy with RNA spike-in. (A) Mean expression of ERCC spike across three samples: mESC42 (negative control), mESC43 (negative control), and mESC44 (discarded cell). Samples were chosen because of their large number and high ratio of reads mapped to the ERCC reference ( Fig. S6 A and B) . (B) Detection of Cre spike-in abundance in 27 samples that each contained two Cre molecules on average.
experiments is useful for finding rare gene expression events, which may be masked in bulk measurements. Additionally, high single-molecule detection efficiency is a critical measure of accuracy that ultimately determines how much useful information can be gained with single-cell RNA-Seq (28).
Biological Variation Between Cell Types. Cell type can be distinguished many ways, including morphology, response to functional assays, cell surface markers, and gene expression profile. Many of these approaches require sorting and isolating cells as well as a priori knowledge for which indicators to look. Singlecell whole-transcriptome profiling, however, can be applied in heterogeneous populations, and sophisticated statistical methods can be used to identify differences between cells based on relative gene expression patterns (5) . We explored the ability of our microfluidic approach to reveal subtle differences between mESCs and MEFs. To make this comparison, we sequenced six MEF cell transcriptomes and compared them with the mESC population in an attempt to characterize the relationship between a cell's gene expression profile and identity. We grouped 6 MEF cells with 6 typical mESCs and calculated the CV for detected genes across all 12 cells as a function of mean expression (Fig. 5A ). In this heterogeneous group, large variation in transcript abundance is expected in genes that have strong differential expression between MEFs and mESCs. Additionally, genes with high cell-to-cell variation within mESCs and MEFs will also display large CVs. To account for variability between mESCs, we compared variation in the heterogeneous population with variation in a homogeneous population of 12 single mESCs. We found over 600 genes that had a significantly higher CV (P value < 0.003) in the heterogeneous cell mixture. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of 12 cells in the heterogeneous group was performed using the expression levels of these 689 variable genes (Fig. 5B , SI Materials and Methods, and Dataset S1). Twelve cells were sorted into two distinct groups that accurately reflected their known type. As expected, there were three general subsets of genes: genes that showed high differential expression in mESCs, genes that showed high differential expression in MEFs, and genes that seemed to show large variation among all of the cells.
We used the annotated gene ontology database DAVID (41) to classify groups of genes identified by clustering ( Table S2 ). Genes that were enriched in the mESCs included stem cell maintenancerelated genes (for example, Klf4 and Sox2) and transcription factors associated with undifferentiated stem cells (like Pou5f1 and Utf1). Similarly, among genes that were enriched in MEFs were genes important in differentiation and collagen production. There was also a large subset of genes that was highly expressed in both cell types (RPKM > 300) but consistently enriched in mESCs. This group of genes included many subsets related to ribosomal processes and components. We took the same approach to find differences in the expression of long noncoding RNA between the two cell types and found 38 transcripts that showed more variability within a heterogeneous population of mESCs and MEFs than within a homogeneous population of mESCs ( Fig. S6C and Dataset S1). Unsupervised clustering of 12 cells in the heterogeneous population and their expression levels of these long noncoding RNAs accurately resolved the two cell types as well (Fig. 5C ).
Biological Variation Within Cell Type. The mESCs and MEF cells showed substantial differential expression in large sets of genes. Characterizing variation within cell type, however, can be more challenging because it often requires detection of much smaller changes in transcript abundance. Fig. 3E reveals hundreds of genes that showed variability in mESCs that was above the measurement's technical noise. Some of these genes, like Dppa3, have broad or bimodal expression distributions at the single-cell level with over 1,000-fold change in expression levels ( Fig. 5D and Fig. S5C ).
The clustering diagram in Fig. 5B reveals noticeable heterogeneity between the six MEF cells as well. This observation is corroborated by a weaker correlation among MEF cells compared with mESCs ( Fig. 2A and Fig. S4A ). We investigated this heterogeneity further to understand the nature of cell-to-cell variation in these two cell types. Genes expressed at low levels in one of two cell types were expected to showed more cell-to-cell variation (Fig. 3E) . For that reason, we compared the CV of genes, which were highly expressed (RPKM > 50) in both mESCs and MEF cells. Among these roughly 1,000 genes, 64% exhibited higher variation in six MEF cells, on average, compared with sets of six mESCs (Fig. 5E and Fig. S7) . A possible explanation for the increased variation in MEF cells is the diversity of tissue origin within the fibroblasts, which were isolated from the whole mouse embryo.
Conclusion
Currently, sensitivity and precision present some of the major obstacles for the development of single-cell RNA-Seq technologies. In this report, we addressed these limitations with a microfluidic platform coupled with high-throughput sequencing for single-cell whole-transcriptome analysis. The microfluidic approach facilitates single-cell manipulation, minimizes contamination, eliminates operational errors, and increases experimental efficiency and throughput with parallel reaction pipelines. We sequenced technical replicates of extracted total RNA and 62 single mouse embryonic cells to benchmark the performance of this technology and showed improvements in precision and sensitivity. There, inevitably, is bias associated with capture and nonlinear amplification of miniscule amounts of mRNA (25) . Using oligo(dT) primers for reverse transcription, for example, limits the ability to capture full-length transcripts. However, bias to the 3′ end of the transcript is, in fact, reduced in the microfluidic format (Fig. S8) . Additionally, many applications of single-cell RNA-Seq benefit from a thoroughly annotated reference genome, like the mouse or the human reference genome, and do not require complete transcript coverage. Here, we sacrificed transcript coverage for the increased mRNA detection sensitivity of oligo(dT) primers and showed that, by sequencing 10 single cells to an average of 200,000 reads each, we were able to effectively reconstruct a large portion of the bulk transcriptome. We also showed the ability to identify differentially expressed genes in a heterogeneous population of cells, which were, in turn, used to distinguish cell type. In addition to improved sensitivity and precision, there are many practical advantages of performing cDNA preparation in a microfluidic device. With the throughput reported here, reagent costs can be cut by up to 10 times, because we can use less reagent to process eight cells than is required to process one cell with the benchtop approach. Additionally, this approach is scalable, and the throughput could be doubled without much added complexity in chip design, fabrication, and operation. In this aspect, throughput is limited by the time required to trap and sort individual cells. Some microfluidic devices (42) , including Fluidigm's C1, take advantage of passive cell trapping to achieve an order of magnitude higher throughput. An advantage of active trapping, however, is the ability to actively select cells of interest or discard unwanted cells. Furthermore, with refined cell suspension preprocessing, the capture rate in our configuration can, in theory, approach 100%. This feat would require careful device engineering to ensure that no cells are lost between injection and trapping. A high capture rate is particularly valuable for applications that require transcriptome analysis of rare cells. Coupled with fluorescent labeling and microscopy, our microfluidic platform presents the possibility of actively selecting rare cells of interest and performing wholetranscriptome sequencing with higher throughput and reproducibility than is possible in a bench-top format.
Materials and Methods
Microfluidic devices were fabricated using standard multilayer soft lithography. cDNA preparation was based on the protocol outlined in ref. 29 . A detailed description of microfluidic device fabrication and operation along with a reagent list and protocols for cDNA preparation and library preparation can be found in SI Materials and Methods.
